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In late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century China, many currency units were used. The transactions in Chinese currency readers will encounter in this book were made in silver, which at the time was measured in various tael units depending on purpose and locality. These tael units differed somewhat in terms of their fineness and weight. The most important tael units were the Kuping tael (used by the Chinese imperial treasury), the Haiguan tael (used by the Chinese Maritime Customs Service) and the Shanghai tael (which dominated international commerce). Taels of silver could be paid in uncoined silver, minor silver coins or silver dollars. For more on Chinese currency during this period, see Morse, *Trade and Administration of China*, ch. 5; Vissering, *On Chinese Currency*, 5–6, appendix A; and Wei, *The Currency Problem in China*, ch. 3. Unless stated otherwise, all translations from the German and Chinese are my own.
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